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Description Part Number
Aiming Sight Kit (Includes Sight and Stake) 40145
Telescoping Aiming Sight with Scope 40140
Telescoping Aiming Stake 40146
Launch Cradle Kit with Stakes,
1.75" to 3.00" (45 – 75 mm) piercing tools 30160
Launch Cradle Kit with Stakes,
3.00" to 5.125" (75 – 130 mm) piercing tools 925-0001
Trench Support Frame (Launch Cradle not included) 30170

Start Your Bore Right
Accurate bore shots are critical to the bottom line, that's why HammerHead offers aim-
ing and launching equipment that assures the piercing tool is aligned both vertically and
horizontally before the bore is begun.

Aiming Sight Kit
The telescopic aiming sight can be adjusted vertically to accommodate depth of entry pit
and height of operator. This rugged and light weight aiming sight has a removable scope
for safe transport. 

Launching Cradle Kits
Piercing tools can be adjusted both vertically and horizontally with the launching cradle.
Post holes are incorporated into the base to for proper anchoring. Two models are avail-
able to accommodate tool sizes ranging from 2.00" to 5.125". 

Trench Support Frame
Constructed of lightweight aluminum, the trench support frame reduces potential for
utility strikes by eliminating the need to use anchor pins on launch cradles. Braced
against pit walls, the frame can be infinitely adjusted to accomodate pit sizes from
39.50" to 55.50" (100–140 cm). In addition, they can be placed at any depth, simplify-
ing grade adjustments. The trench support frame from HammerHead is designed to be
retro-fit with existing launch cradle kits from various manufacturers. Available only for
tools from 1.75" to 3.00" (45 – 75 mm).

Call your authorized HammerHead Trenchless Equipment dealer
for original HammerHead Mole® piercing tool parts and accesories. 

Trench Support Frame (shown with launch cradle)


